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Special Report

Students, marijuana, administration and education

Naomi Kresge & Luke Lindberg

Editorial Staff
No one at The College of Wooster
ever said that books were cheap. An
anonymous student knows this but
has found a unique way to beat the
system. He sells drugs to other students to pay for his books.

Drug use at The College of

Wooster has always been a part of
the landscape, just as it is at any

other institution of learning. "I
smoke weed just about every single
day. I have for the past two years,"

an anonymous sophomore told the
Voice.
She went on to tell the Voice about
the extent of her use of "hard" drugs.

"I would like to say that my drug
use is not out of control," she said.
"But there was a time I did Ecstasy
five weekends in a row ... but I
didn't realize it until the fourth
weekend."
"Then we took the weekend off,"

her friend, a senior College of '

Wooster student, added. She also

emphasized that "you have to keep
checking yourself' to make sure that
drug use, which she characterized
as a pleasant experience to share
with friends, does not get out of control.
The sophomore agreed. "Some- -

"It's just like drinking

and everything else. If

you do it in moderation,, it
will be beneficial," an
anonymous College of
Woosterjunior said.

The student told the Voice that his
regular drug use began at The Col- -'
lege of Wooster. Though he had
minimal experience with drugs in
higli school, "at college, it blossomed." He went on to say that
marijuana is "definitely" a gateway
drug. "That's where common sense
comes into play," he said. "If it's
gonna kill you or maim you for life,
then don't do it."
The junior student also made the
claim that marijuana use is safer
than alcohol use. "You don't get out
of control," he said. "The effects on
the rest of the community are a lot
less than those of alcohol."

Associate Dean of Students
times you don't realize that you're
on a roll," she stated. "Then you
have to step back and check yourself."
An anonymous College of
Wooster junior, who characterizes
his drug use as "moderate to heavy,"
cited his hard drug use as minimal
but said that he "smokes pot every day."

Carolyn Buxton is one of the College administrators in charge of
evaluating and responding to those
effects. Buxton is the advisor to the
College judicial system and helps
the Judicial Board adjudicate alleged violations of the College code.
Last semester three drug cases came
before the Judicial Board, in which
three individuals involved with the

New phone vendor search begins
Jamie Allardice
Editor-in-Chi-

ef

Visitors at Wednesday's SGA
meeting turned to the Senate for input on the impending change in the
school's telephone switch. Director of Student Life Dwayne Davis
and Vice President for Finance and
Business Robert Walton discussed
the Colleges plans for replacing the
current outdated switch in time for
school
the start of the 2000-200-1
year.

process started with
the College selecting four possible
companies to install the new switch
and will end in December of 2000
with the final acceptance of the new
system.
Currently, the College has completed five steps, ranging from the
selection of vendors to the collection of college information. Next
the College will collect bids from
the companies, Lucent, Ameritech,
Thel8-ste- p
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The Wooster Chorus Concert
is at 8:15 p.m. on Friday and Sun
day in Gault Recital Hall. Tickets
required.

"La Femme Nikita" will

show in Mateer Auditorium at
7:30 p.m. on Friday.

Sprint and Fujitsu.
"Our best estimate is that with the
new computer, the actual switch, the
installation and the services will cost
around $500,000," Walton said.
"The community we call a college
is actually like a small town and we
need a phone system to accompany
it." The new switch could allow
several new features for students.
"We are looking into having virtual numbers," Davis explained. He

explained that virtual numbers
would allow each student to have
their phone number that would remain the same for his or her four
years at Wooster. Davis also questioned whether students would take
advantage of voice mail capabilities
if they were offered.
"The new system should last 10
years," Walton said. "It will allow
us to add devices over time." The
Senate brought up the possibilities

caller ID.
However, Davis stressed the first
priority of the switch is extending
the Ethernet capabilities to all the
small houses. "Priority number one
is bringing Ethernet to the houses,"
Davis said. "Students have told us
over and over that the small houses
need to be Ethernet accessible and
we will be able to do that with the
new system."
However, the plan to incorporate
cable accessibility into the new system will not come to fruition. 'To
encompass cable in the switch
would only delay bringing cable to
the campus," Walton explained.
"We do recognize that the History
Channel and CNN are an important
part of a college student's life, and
we want to bring cable to this campus."
please see PHONES,
page 2

of additional devices, including
Registration for Spring
2000 in on Saturday.
A Shopping Trip

to

Tower City and the Galleria,
sponsored by SAB, will depart
Lowry at 11:30 a.m. and return at
6:30 p.m. this Saturday: Cost is $2.
"2000 Cigarettes'' will show in
Mateer Auditorium at 8 p.m. this
Saturday. Cost is $1.
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same incident elected to be tried
separately before the Board.
Buxton characterized the College
policy toward illegal drug use as
"educational rather than punitive . . .
The College starts with meetings,
conferences with students . . . assessments, counseling, rehab," she said.
"If it is an extremely serious offense
. . the individual may be separated
from the College."
Buxton also emphasized that very
few drug cases end up before an
actual disciplinary board. She characterized the College as a "people
institution" where the administration attempts to "work with an individual and do what is appropriate,
where your involvement is accepted
and appreciated ... students ...
when they're using drugsj, I think
are crying out for acceptance and
help," she added.
"Addiction is a disease. You can't
punish someone when they're ill,"
Buxton emphasized.
Director of Student Health Ser

--

-

vices Nartcy Anderson is one of the
people most involved in dealing
with the educational approach to
student drug use. She told the Voice
that educational programs at the
College vary from "Empower peer
education programs" to "CAP
(Chemical Awareness Program),
RISC (Resource and Information
Sharing Coalition), dorm progrtuna,
individual counseling, referral to
STEPS (Wayne County Alcohol
Services) and campus prevention

specialist for substance abuse
Belinda Webb."
Anderson emphasized the importance of student involvement in
dealing with drug abuse. "The more
students get involved in the process
of curbing drug abuse the better the
outcome," she said. "Students need
... to offer their valuable input and
to help those who they know need
help connect with those who can
please see DRUGS.
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This Week In the Voice:
Viewpoints

Arts & Entkrtainmknt

Nothing to do in Woo.
The Underground, parties, alcohol...
page 4

Bond, James Bond. He says. She says.
Both genders review the latest flick,
page 8

Sports

Features
Finding us something to do.
Up close and personal with Bob Rodda.
page 7

Ithe

After Hours Cafe is in
Underground next

Wednesday,
SAB will sponsor a Kwanzaa
Feast on Saturday from 6-- 8 p.m., location TBA. Cost is $2 and tickets are
available at the Lowry Front Desk.
The Gospel Choir Concert is on
Sunday at 4 p.m. in McGaw.

K.AYS

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY AMKLIA

Jean-Pa-

ul

10 p.m. -

1

a.m.

Sartre's "No Exit,"

directed by Allison Wilmont, will be
performed in Schoolroy Theatre at
8:15 p.m. on Friday and Saturday
and at 2 p.m. on Sunday. Tickets
required.

Fall sports wrap-u- p.
Good and bad of the season in review,
pages 10 & 11

Happy Hour will be Friday
in the Underground from 8 p.m.
Female singer Kobi will be
showcased in Mom's Truck Stop
on Friday at 9 p.m.
5--
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Wooster first year wins $10,000
Ben Meyers '03 takes second place at international
web page design competition for site on Japanese art

Campus Crime
On Friday, November 19,

11

alcohol tickets were issued, and two acts

Erica Barnhill

of vandalism occurred at Bissman and Compton.

Managing Editor

Five alcohol tickets were given on Saturday, November 20, and a theft
was reported at the Lowry bike rack. Also, the Armington first section
lounge was vandalized, and an indecent exposure was reported when an
unidentified
flashed people at the security office.
On Sunday, November 21, both Holden and Luce were vandalized. A
fight also broke out in the parking lot outside of the Underground.
A theft was reported in Holden on Monday, November 22.
On Tuesday November 23, one alcohol ticket was issued in Andrews.
Luce was vandalized.
On the evening of Wednesday November 24, one alcohol ticket was
issued. Luce and Scot Cottage were vandalized.
A fire alarm and a substance incident were reported in Holden on Fri
day, November 26. '
Holden was vandalized on Sunday, November 28.
On Tuesday November 30, vandalism was reported in the Holden lot.
a substance incident was reported in Andrews. An act of forgery was
also reported at Lowry center, where a former student passed bad checks.
non-stude-

College of Wooster first year Benjamin Meyers is now $ 1 0,000 richer
g
thanks to his
web

nt

-
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As journalism i&a.hiiman process, there isa constant potential for
mistakgSiErrors,C0n be made at any step of the way: in newtf- gathering, editing, or printing. The Voice staff strives to avoid such
mistakes, but when an error does occur, it is our policy to admit it,
and promptly correct it. This space exists for that purpose.
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a complaint, please call the Voice office at
or email us at

(330)-263-25-

voicewooster.edu.

off-camp-us,
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Drugs
continued from page

said that mamuana
my day."

1

help on the campus and in the
community."

Dean of Students

mst blend; with

The senior added that "you have
no clue" which students use drugs
and disabused the notion that all
drug users do poorly in school. "It's
just people's priorities," she said.
"If I Find it beginning to interfere
with my schoolwork," said the junior student, "I stop." He cited school
as his number one priority. He went
on to tell the Voice that smoking "a
little bit of marijuana actually focuses me. I go to class high," he
said. "It's just like drinking and everything else. If you do it in moderation, it will be beneficial," he
said.

Kenneth

Plusquellec emphasized the impact
of drugs on academics. He said that
the College needs to help students
understand "how substance abuse of
any kind can affect their performance."
The anonymous senior addressed
the issue of academic performance.
She said that her drug use does not
interfere with school and stated that
there is a "difference between being a burnout" and her practice of
smoking a joint as she works. She

Phones

.

changes in the funding process. The
changes were introduced by FAC ad
hoc chair Colin Weir 03. The
changes are an attempt to avoid
problems that occurred during the
funding process earlier this semes-- ,
.terr!

the

!

"It

took us about two months" to do
the research and design the site, he
said.
When deciding on a topic, Meyers
said that his team "all realized that
... in all our classes ... in high
school, all we learned about was
European art and architecture. Nothing from the Eastern cultures."
So Meyers' group decided to focus on Eastern art, and created "The
Art of Japan" for the ThinkQuest
contest. According to the site's
"About" page, "Western art education has for years held its Euro
centric focus, in many instances
excluding even the briefest mention of Eastern art."
Their site provides historical information concerning the development of Japanese art forms, and is
divided thematically into sections
about origami, architecture, gardens, painting and sculpture. Some
areas include instructions for producing the art forms described on
the site; the site also includes quizzes, photo galleries and puzzles as
well as downloadable screensavers
and desktop pictures.
After they were named as finalists, Meyers and his team were

teUmtimi)

I

continued from page 1
The College expects to select a
vendor and approve the target cost
by Feb. 17, with installation expected to begin in July.
In other business, the, FAC ad hoc
committee submitted the proposed. .

The highlight of the
weekend was

in- -

school journalism teacher.

;

designer.

awards

volved in web design for about a
year. His award-winnin- g
web site

can be found at http:
library.advanced.org27458. The
site joins nearly 3,000 others in the
ThinkQuest Library.

Good. We Didn't.
Come IN AND

COPY EDIT.

Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings,
starting at 7 p.m.

DINING SERVICES
TRIVIA
WHICH FRESH FRUITS ARE THE MOST
POPULAR AMONG WOOSTER STUDENTS?

1. BANANAS (2.153 PER WEEK)
a

i.ur

2. APPLES (1.347 PER WEEK)
PER WEEK)

INTRODUCING WEB MENUS:
WWW . WOOSTER . EDU5ININSSER VICES

THE COLLEGE OF

GROUP FIVE
N

'Colorado Sprints,' CO 80918

Voice File Photo
web page

:

details - RUSH $1 with

PMB--

award-winnin- g

Notice any gramaticul erors in
the Voise?

SASE to:

6547 N. .Academy Blvd.,

The

ceremony, featuring celebrity appearances by Bill
Nye the Science Guy, Olympic gold
medalist Kerri Strug and "Star
Trek's" LeVar Burton.
Meyers has created smaller web
pages in the past, and has been in- -

3. ORANGES (401

Earn $500 - $100 weekly
stuffing envelopes. For

.

--

egory.

excluding even the briefest
mention of Eastern art

vites them to conduct research and
design an educational web site on
the topic of their choice.
Meyers said that he first learned
about the contest from his high

C.

us

for

school Meyers said.
students,

The article "KX expulsion official" in the News section November 4
issue of the Voice erroneously stated, "All the accused pled 'not guilty' to
all the accusations." The accused did not enter pleas of 'not guilty to all
charges. Instead, the accused of Summary VII pled "no contest" to in
fractions against Section IX and Section X and "guilty" to infractions
against Section I.A.-of the Scot's Key. Th"e accused of Summary VHI
pled "no contest" to infractions against Section I.A.-and Section IX.
of the Scot's Key. The Voice regrets the error. ;' ' ; '' i; ';:)--

on-camp-

The weekend featured 26 teams

of three "from all over the world"

Meyers said. Teams could submit
entries in the areas of Arts & Literature, Science & Mathematics,
design the site for the annual Social Sciences, Sports & Health
ThinkQuest Internet Challenge. The
and Interdisci- contest is
i n a r y .
p
geared to-Meyers' group
a r d "Western
education has
took 2nd prize
teams of years held its Euro centric
in the Arts &
Literature catfocus, in many instances

Corrections

To report errors or register
ext. 2598
or

19.

Meyers collaborated with friends
from high school this summer to

BY CHRISTY GaIXAGHER FROM SECURITY REPORTS

:

flown all expenses paid to Los
Angeles for the final judging of the
projects on the weekend of Nov.

;
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14 Woosterites join human rights protest Volunteers
Students and
community travel
to The School of
the Americas
Hannalori Bates

ior sania
WVN Caring
Tree brightens

Christmas for
local children

Staff Writer

Imagine crossing into a military
base with 5,000 other people to protest a U.S. Army training school and
knowing that you are going to be arrested. On Friday, November 19, 14
students and community members

Chris Brubaker

from Wooster traveled to Fort
Benning, Georgia to take a stand
against the U.S. Army School of the
Americas.
The School of the Americas enrolls 2,000 Latin American students-everyear, training them in military
tactics such as guerrilla warfare,
military intelligence, assassination
and torture. Originally set in
Panama, the school was founded in
1946. Morgan Barlow '02 states
that it was formed to "depoliticize
Latin America and strengthen democracy and stability."
About 56,000 Latin Americans
have been through the school since
its inception.
School of the Americas graduates
include Leopoldo Galtieri of Argentina, for whom an international arrest warrent was issued in 1997,
OmarTorrijos of Panama and Hugo
Banzer Suarez of Bolivia. Graduates
usually return to their native countries after completing their training,
and they have become responsible
for incidents such as a massacre in
Colombia, a Jesuit massacre in El
Salvador, a massacre in Peru and the
killing of a UN worker in Chile.
Why has the U.S. Army continued to be able to train people who

y

perpetuate violations of human
rights? Emily Welty '00 answered

--Si

PHOTO COURTESY OF MORGAN BARLOW

of 12,000 gathered the
Protesters assemble outside the School of the Americas at Fort
weekend before last to protest the training ground for alleged South American human rights violators.
Benning. Georgia. The crowd

the question by pointing out that
"The military is an incredibly powerful force. Most American people
allow the government and military

to do whatever they want if it
doesn't affect our day to day life,"
she said.
For the past three years, students
from Wooster have been traveling
to Georgia to protest against this
school. Welty feels that it is important for her to be involved. She
comments, "Students at Wooster
need to be mindful about what they
pay for."
Barlow also agreed that there is a
need for action. She says, "I don't
agree that those uses of force . . . promote democracy. I feel the way they
want to bring democracy is by way
of dictatorship."
The 14 protesters from Wooster

at

Upcoming Events

The Underground
Happy Hour

5--

9

p.m.

Live Band:

Boodah's Toothbrush

9-- 1

p.m.

joined 12,000 people from the U.S.,
Canada and South America, including 310 protesters from Ohio. The
initial protest was on Saturday. Stationed on property surrounding the
military base, students listened as
speakers, including journalists and
family members, spoke against the
School of the Americas, providing
the protesters with inspiration.
On Sunday, a
....
vigil was con- - tirrt1

ducted

during

which over 700
names of victims
of the School of

the Americas
graduates were
read. As the vigil
was held, 5,000

protesters pro-

Sports Night

8-- 11

p.m.

Monday Night Football,

WWFandWCW
Vi'EDxnsDAr:

Afteii IIoltjs Cait:
10 p.m. -

1

A.M.

commented that it was amazing to
see these groups which do not usually get along that well united together.

On July 30, 1999, legislation was
passed in the House of Representatives to cut $2 million in funding for
the School of the Americas. However, on September 22, the Senate
House Committee defeated the bill
to cut military
spending by one

"The military is an
incredibly powerful
force.. Most American
r r Uow the

vote.

Barlow

said, "People are
encouraged to

write to their

senators for legislation for cutting funding."
What is in
store for the fu-- I
iii c i tcny says
that she sees an- other funding cut
in the next five
years, an increase in the activist
movement and possibly the shutdown of the School of the Americas. Barlow was optimistic, commenting that "Every year more
people go, there is higher publicity
. The more knowledge that is out
there, the more progress will be
made."

government ana military
to do whatever they
want if it doesn 't affect
our day to day life, " said
Emily Welty '00.

cessed onto U.S.
military property,
where they were
arrested for civil
disobedience. Welty was pleased to
see that "Wooster students are committed. Even first years not only
went to the protest, but also crossed
the line." Welty also pointed out
that the protesters were a diverse
community. The protesters were
from unions, environmental groups
and student activist groups. Welty
1999-200-

Monday:

If you've been through Lowry in
the past two weeks, you've seen a
small, artificial Christmas tree covconered with brightly-colorestruction paper ornaments. If you
didn't pay attention, it was just an
early sign of the holiday season, but
if you looked carefully, you would
have seen the Wooster Volunteer
Network caring tree, a project designed to brighten the Christmas
morning of many local children.
The Wooster Volunteer Network
caring tree is the product of a cooperative effort between the WVN and
the Wayne County Children Services Board (WCCSB). The WVN
caring tree is "set up so students or
anyone in the community can take
tags with a recommended gift for a
'needy' child," said Tim Hagen '01 ,
a WVN Small House Representative. "It doesn't require much time
or money, and students can do it individually," Hagen said.
According to Jackie Wynn, Volunteer Coordinator for the WCCSB,
"the caring tree is part of
d,

,

Friday:

Staff Writer

0

Survivor Support System

A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist
survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexual assault. For assistance contact:
Ext. 2319
Hygeia
Nancy Anderson
Ext 2565
Kauke3
Susan Clayton
Ext. 2307
Kauke 238
Richard Figge
Ext 2256
Kauke 8
Pam Frese
Ext. 2586
Taylor ld6
Shila Garg
Students may also contact the College counselors at Ext 23 19 or the Campus Minister
(emergenat Ext. 2558. To report an assault, contact the Wooster City Police at
3.
cies) or
or Secmrtyat Ext. 2590.
9-9- 91

--

264-333-

WCCSB's Christmas

Make-a-Wis-

h

project. We were looking for
ways to get the college involved,
and they came up with the caring
tree."
h
project is an
The
annual project at WCCSB through
which the agency enrolls the help
ofcorporaie and individual sponsors
to buy Christmas gifts and necessities, such as food, toiletries and
clothing for individuals in Wayne
county. Children in the program
"need to meet eligibility requirements, or be foster children currently enrolled, or in our
custody.... As of today. 268 kids are
sponsored through our agency,"
Wynn said, "A typical child will regifts. ..worth between
ceive
Make-a-Wis-

5--

$75-100-

J0

."

The WVN agreed to sponsor approximately 20 individuals, an ambitious number for the College's
first time. "I was very pleasantly
surprised," said Wynn.
Hagen echoed her enthusiasm,
stating that "involvement has been
really exceptional... over 75 people
are involved."
The WVN caring tree was taken
down November 30, but gifts are
still being returned to the WVN office to be wrapped and delivered by
the WCCSB for (he holiday season

Viewpoints
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'Bubble' still making waves

The College of Wooster has so much to offer its student
body, everything from forums to varsity sports to studying
abroad. But if you are one of many Wooster students enjoying off campus activities during the tight registration
hours designated for this Saturday morning, you too may
be forced To deal with the registrar s version of a proxy.
It's an easy enough process; the student fills out the re
quested schedule preferences and the hired proxy does the
best possible job of meeting the available courses to the
student's needs. Of course we aren't asking for our every
scheduling whim to be met, but is it too much to expect
that more than one course will not be scheduled in the same
time slot? Thai previously taken courses will not be scheduled again? Would the world end if the College allowed
students to ask their friends to schedule courses for them,
instead of being forced to'rely; on indifferent and sloppy
hired belp?' At least if a friend screws you over on schedul'
ing, you know where they live; - ; '
--

To the Editor:
I am writing this in response to
the article written about a month ago
about Wooster's bubble world. I am
spending this semester studying in
Krasnodar, Russia. While I would
have to agree that Wooster is a protective environment, I was appalled
to hear that the information was hard
to access.
If you feel out of touch with the
world around you, it's your own
fault. The library has a collection of
newspapers from around the world.
Lowry has a television that has cable
and with the exception of popular

:

--

Blowing the fuse oh holiday spirit

where most dorm rooms would send the fire marshal fleeing in
terror anyway, using a "fire hazard as an excuse to control stu'
dents' hxdaydecoranseerm a WtsupeiflkiDus.
A
"

"

"

1

a

.

1

x-

-

--

1

--

1

--

smell and forced to rip the naively arranged lights from their front
porches will quietly crawl back underneath their piles of books
and refasten the umbilical cord to their computer keyboards. The
lucky ones will be able to stare forlornly out their windows at die
people in the real world, those people who so innocently and
regularly turn their own homes into fire hazards.
Speaking of represents the views of the' majority of the Editorial Board.
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TV Wooster Vtnce is a newspaper of The College of Wooster community, managed and produced entirely by
students. The Voice is published each Thursday of the academic school year, except during examinations and breaks.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the emire student body, faculty, college administration, or
Wwrr staff. Unsigned Editorials are written by members of the Voice editorial board. Bylined pieces, columns and
Idlers to the editor reflect the opinions of the writers.
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263-242-
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ail

ail

news programs here are filled
with propaganda and can hardly
be considered factual. The only
way to get information is
is no
through the Internet-whic- h
easy feat.

In order to check
at the
University, one has to wait in line
for about an hour to access a computer.
The computer then takes a half
hour or more to open a page (that is
if it opens at all). The other option
is the city's ONE public computer,
which you have to pay to use. Living in Russia has really opened my
eyes to the many things that I took
for granted at Wooster. Just because
you live in a bubble world doesn't
mean you can't look outside every
once in a while.
e-m-

Tara

ail

P.

Phelps '01

about drinking. Not in the least. I'm
not hoping to get to the point to
where underage drinking runs ramLet me take this opportunity to apolopant on campus. I don't think that
gize to the students of the College of
the College or anyone else should
Wooster. Last year. The Wooster Voice
advocate this practice.
ran an article that I will regret until the
What I am advocating is the right
day I die. As a staff, we voted to write an
for
people to have fun, with or withundermany
how
unsigned editorial on
out alcohol. Campus parties were
age people were drinking at Happy Hour
never built on just drinking. They
every Friday night It seemed like a good
were built on dancing, socializing and
idea at the time, even though I frequently
hanging out with your buddies. But
drank there despite the fact that I was
there has been such a crackdown on
six months from my 21st birthday.
these parties this year because of reWe ran it and rest assured, the hamcent problems with alcohol that now
mer of discipline soon came down.
no one goes at alL If you are looking
two in the morning every Friday and SatUnderstandably ticked off, the Undernever
have
big
a
for
everyone on a Friday or Saturday
urday
been
night
I
on
a
went
security
ground staff and
night, I suggest you try down at the
rampage, dishing out alcohol tickets partier, but I did stroll over to the occaOat or Beta Houses.
sional club or section on certain Friday
and warnings like there was no tomorI don't even know who is to blame
nights when provoked. People didn't go
row.
off campus as much. They didn't need for this. My first finger, the middle
Of course, I was one of those unone, is pointed directly at me bederage people who got nailed. I am to. There was plenty to do here.
"But
and
for
beer.
At
go
the
people
cause
didn't
never
by
means
have
any
of our dumb editorial last year.
saint
no
Secondly, however, the College
claimed to be. So when that article least, not all the people went for the beer.
came out in the first place, I was
needs to learn that breaking up
a prime target for getting haparties with 85 security officThe once bountiful Happy
ers isn't going to stop anyrassed by the Underground staff
barren wasteland thing, except a good time. Evsince I was at Happy Hour ev- has become
eryone will just go off camery Friday and on the Voice staff.
seniors, with hardly
It wasn't pretty.
pus and continue to party, get
underclassman to be seen.
So let me say it once and for
in trouble, do something stuall: I am sorry for ruining what
pid and make the College look
was once one of the coolest activities
They went for the same reasons that I dumb. And you know who you can
went to Happy Hour last year. A lot of blame then? The College and any
on campus every Friday night.
Happy Hour wasn't cool because people were there. That girl you always Ohio or federal law that requires
you could drink. Happy Hour was wanted to meet That friend that just got them to break up campus parties
back from overseas. Now that girl that because of the suspicion of undercool because it was packed. Everyyou wanted to meet is busy dating some
body was there. You could talk to esage consumption.
sentially anyone that you didn't see jackass she met in the Flats and your
I understand that the College has
all week. Some people didn't even go friend never bothered to come home the responsibility to look out for the
to drink and that was great too. It was from overseas because this campus is safety of their students. But there is
so lame.
cool that they were just there.
a difference between stopping some
I am now a senior and can legally underage drinking and ruining an
Not anymore. The once bountiful
Happy Hour has become a barren drink. Unfortunately, however, this entire party. Let's not become as
wasteland of seniors, with hardly an campus has turned into a ghost-tow- n
lame as Mount Union.
underclassman to be seen. Now you from the old west. When I stand on
Either way, I pray to everything holy
get to go to Happy Hour and see the my front porch, instead of seeing that this campus gets its pulse back by
packs of people heading to the Unsame 25 people every week.
the time I leave here in May.
derground or to Bissman, I see Clint
The sick thing about this, however,
If not, m just have to keep saying "hi"
Eastwood and some guy in a ponis it isn't just happening at Happy
to Clint Eastwood in the middle of Beall
Hour. Any other parties that involve cho dueling in the middle of the every Friday and Saturday night
alcohol around campus have become street with the occasional
rolling between them.
just as scarce. The once popular club
Luke Lindberg is the
'
.' , , cThe; Wpbstet- Voice.
. The. point of this article is not
: and section parties are. not as hop-- ;
ping as they used to be, despite the
best efforts from all the frets and
sororities.
What is going on here? It's like
some bad conspiracy out of "Invasion of the Body Snatchers. " No one
seems to care anymore. In the past
scene
year and a half, the after-dar- k
on this campus has become about
as lively as the one excited fan at an
LA Clippers game.
My freshman year this campus
was about 10 times as fun. There
were always parties going on and
this place was hopping until at least

Luke Lindberg

"

And the likelihood that permitting outdoor decorations
would result in a rash of Clark W. Griswald wannabes is
:
.11
rr
r even lower' man
.t
ine cnances uiai ivenaruen wiu
prooaoiy
bum down because of a Christmas tree. ,
More likely is that students, bereft of the sniaU comfort of pine

sports events, is usually unoccupied.
You have free, reliable Internet use
at Taylor, which is ONLY a five
minute walk from anywhere on
campus. The city I am studying in
is less than 500 miles away from
Chechnya and it is near impossible
to get any reliable information on
the war, or anything else.
Although my family is fortunate enough to have a television,

Woo party scene takes a nose dive

It'i beginning fo kxk'alotiiChristoas.:.sort of.
Before you think about' putting iip a nice holiday light
display outside your small house or decorating a live tree
with your hallmates, beware:' the College has proven its
willingness to play the Grinch.
In jpast years, outdoor light decorations at small houses
:were ordered removed because they "posed a fire hazard."
Live Christmas trees are allowed in student rooms, but only
without lights'. What good is a Christmas tree sans lights?
Granted, in the Scot's Key, the College "reserves the right to
refuse or limit the use, type and number of any appliances which
may be plugged into College circuits. But in an environment
'
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Letter to the Editor

Proxy problems hard to avoid
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Open your eyes to the world
remaining here in the long run.
Coming back from a foreign country
can make you feel like a stranger in your
For those of you fortunate enough to
own country. It makes familiar things
get home for Thanksgiving, I am sure
seem foreign and it helps' you realize the
most of your Thanksgivings were like
value in things that you used to take for
mine: Go home, drive somewhere to
granted. I cringe when I hear someone
cousmeet the rest of the family. s,
say they never got around to applying
ins, aunts, uncles and grandparents all
or researching a study abroad program
pile around a feast of gigantic proporWhatever your interests are, there is a
tions, quantities which most people have
or more importantly, a counprogram,
Lowry.
room
the
back
of
in
seen
only
try that interests you. My trip did not inUnlike Lowry, though, all these dishes
clude the traditional classroom environare homemade and bring back memoment In fact, I did not even pick up a
ries of Thanksgivings past Before and
book.
after, you engage in conversations over
What really matters is seeing the
beverages and snack on vegetables and
difference,
seeing that we, as a counfootball
watching
a
while
food
junk
try, are spoiled. Realizing that roads
game.
are smaller, that jobs are
At this Thanksgiving, I
that beer is better, that
knew
they
wish
help
in
seen
saw people I haven't
is
safety
not guaranteed and
at least a year. In the past year, what
was like to submerse
that people can love or hate
I have traveled to Chile,
completely
themselves in
you because of your nationaldriven across the U.S. and
to.
they
ity. It may not take a trip
Canada before arriving in
abroad to realize these things,
Alaska for the summer. I am
but for me it was worth it to see a naturelay this sort of concept to someone who
now back at Wooster, wishing I could
ral beauty like the River Futaleufu bebe out traveling again. I documented all has never been out of the country. They
fore it gets dammed up to give "unabout
their
go
know
people
picmat
do
not
of these places and brought along
civilized" people electricity that they
days having no idea what the United
tures to show to everyone. Along with
do not need.
States is, like the family I met in the backthe pictures, I told everyone the "rouWhatever the reason, take the
woods of Patagonia.
tine" stories. My relatives were all anxtime to go away and come back. The
As I analyzed my own family
ious to see these pictures, but as I flipped
resources exist at this prestigious
through them, I realized why they all more, I came to realize that everyschool; all it takes is a little time and
and
down
beto
settle
quick
was
one
wanted to see them. It wasn't just
effort If you do not find the time
cause they had not seen these places; it find their niche in life without really experiencing any life unlike the now, it will be that much harder to
was because they knew they would
one they already had. I find it later with car payments and
comfortable
never go.
feel bad for them. Maybe they felt jobs and children. I beg all College
Each person, young and old, all reevsponded to my stories with: "Do it while they never had the opportunity, of Wooster students to manipulate
adhis
her
or
to
resource
possible
imery
it
was
not
thought
they
you're young, I wish I would have when maybe
portant, maybe they thought they vantage. You will find that things
I had the chance." Each time I wanted
could not afford it. This made me change without you, but you change
to say "But you can," but I knew each
too.
think about all of us here at Wooster.
person would tell me stories of second
mortgages, car payments, children and The opportunity is here, it is important
" " Mike Browne is 'a guest cblunu'
and wim some Webster sponsored pro-- '
corporate' jobs with no vacation; all the
' l'
"'ni'sifoiTtie. Wooster" Voiced
gives grams,kisaflftidable,'evencheaperuian
themselves. I look at what my relatives have done in the past year and
for the most part, they just worked or
studied, saved some money to buy a
nicer car or went to the beach for a
week or two.
I cannot help but wish that they
knew what it was like to submerse
themselves in a culture completely
separate from what they are used to. I
want them to try to buy a loaf of bread
having no idea how much they paid
for it I only wish that they could understand what a personal triumph it was for
me to get to the airport without sounding like an American tourist
As I tried to come up with ways to
explain this, I realized it is impossible to

Mike Browne
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On January 1 and 2, I will be
watching the Nokia Sugar Bowl, the
Tostitos Fiesta Bowl and the FedEx
Orange Bowl. What is wrong with
this picture? The problem is not that
I will be basically lying motionless
for 24 hours watching football, but
that I will be watching football
games that could not be played without sticking some corporate name in
the title of the game. Luckily, the
Rose Bowl has not fallen to this low
level of accepting money to throw
some beer or computer company's
name in front of the game.
Commercialization is getting way
out of hand. Memo to all these corporate gurus who think they are getting us by putting their name in front
of the bowl they sponsor: we as an
audience can tell that you are sponsoring the game by the four million
commercials that we see during the
game with your name on it It would
be fine with us to just watch the
commercials and keep the traditional names of the games. That
way, we can hold onto the innocence
and tradition of college football while

land Browns stadium. These names
help because fans can still experience intimacy with their team and
the game by going to a ballpark that
is not lost to commercialization.
The team feels like it is Cleveland's
own, not some corporation's squad.
And many people in the country
consider Cleveland to have the best
fans in the world. Part of the reason why the fans are so great here
is because the atmosphere at the
games has not been ruined by cellular phones and corporate crowds
that arrive in the third inning and
leave in the eighth.
There is a problem on the horizon, however. And this problem is
found on the shores of Lake Erie on
Sunday afternoons. The whole atmosphere at Browns games is starting to worry me. The crowd is not
there by kickoff, they leave midway through the fourth quarter and
they aren't as loud as they used to
be. And the stadium itself is also at
fault. Though it operates under a
name, the grip of
commercialization is still at work.
An example comes from last
Sunday's game against the Titans.
The Browns took a 14-- 7 lead on a
non-corpora-
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football is the latest to fall to the corporate world Earlier victims are identified as professional sports teams that
took the money and gave up naming
rights to the stadium, thus further in-

terrupting tradition. The Dodgers
and the Giants should have always
played out their rivalry in Candlestick Park, not 3com park. And the
Miami Dolphins home field should
be known as Joe Robbie Stadium,
not Pro Player stadium. Nonetheless, owners of these professional
franchises decided to fold under
pressure from the corporate giants
and take their money in exchange
for naming rights.
This is getting at the heart of what
is good about sports. Tradition is
one of the main reasons why sports
are so popular. Memories for Padre
fans were lived out at the Murph,
not at QualCom Park. The Bengals
went to the Super Bowl while playing at Riverfront Stadium, not at
Cinergy Field. People hold onto
these memories of the past, and they
keep coming to sporting events to
relive those moments and hope that
new ones can be created.
Luckily for Cleveland fans, their
professional" sports teams did not
submit to corporate pressure. The
Indians play their games at Jacobs
Field, the Cavs play at Gund Arena

Couch

k)

Terry

Kirby.

The

crowd was as loud as it bad been all
season. The atmosphere reminded
me of the way it used to be. The
team was playing like a real NFL
team. The stadium staff should have
recognized this, and either played a
song to further excite the crowd or
show a graphic on the scoreboard such
as a Titan being hanged.
But instead, they ran a cheesy
promotion on the scoreboard from
MBNA bank that involved three cartoon dogs running around a track.
What was the point of that? The crowd
knows that MBNA is a big sponsor
of the Browns, they can see their signs
hanging throughout the stadium. Why
ruin the whole mood of the stadium
just to show a commercial?

The problems at Cleveland
Browns Stadium will be solved.
The crowd will be there when the
team begins to play like the old
Browns. This was evident by the
way the crowd responded when the
Browns took the lead. The other
part to solving this problem lies in
the people at the stadium realizing
that they need to keep tradition, and
not sell out to the modern jera.
Cleveland is one of the true sports
towns left don't let the color green
erase all the progress that the colors
orange and brown have made.
Joe Vardon is a guest auumnist
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AIDS education

World-wid- e
Wooster and'the world unite to promote awareness
Features Editor

with Children and Young People."
According to United Nations estimates, 5.6 million people were infected in 1999. 16,000 people are
infected with the HIV virus every
day. One young person is infected
every 10 seconds. The majority of
AIDS patients contracted the dis- -

traditional red ribbons to holding

candlelight vigils to holding

fundraisers to benefit AIDS research. On World AIDS Day 1998,
Imagine the potential for good if
students at Michigan State Univerthe people of the world set aside
sity covered the trees on campus
their differences and united to solve
with over 10,000 yards of red riba problem for just one day. Think it
bon to motivate fellow students to
will never happen? Yesterday was
take a more active
the twelfth annual
- role in fighting
World AIDS Day, and
it did happen.
16,000 people
infected with the HIV virus AIDS.
Wooster students
First observed on
are also doing their
December 1, 1988, every day. One young person is infected
share to combat the
World AIDS Day is every 10 seconds.
AIDS virus. The
dedicated to raising
Women's Resource
about
awareness
ease before they were 25 years old. Center, the AIDS Quilt Planning
AIDS and HIV, promoting tolerance
Until a cure is found, the only way Committee and Gay, Lesbian, Biand sharing strategies on how to
to prevent the spread of AIDS and sexual and Transgender Allies
stop the spread of the deadly virus,
handed out red ribbons and inforwhich affects 33.4 million people encourage compassion for those inworld-widfected is to educate the public about mational brochures and showed a
The World Health Asthe disease. According to Dr. Peter movie yesterday to help educate the
sembly, the United Nations and govPiot, Director of UNAIDS, "Each campus community.
ernments, communities and indi"Our goal is to raise awareness . . .
viduals around the world support it. action, each word, every gesture
breaches the web of stigma that has and expose The College of Wooster
Each year, it is the only international
wrapped itself around this disease students and the surrounding comday of coordinated action against
munities to the realities of living
so tightly.'
AIDS.
There are many ways to increase with HIVAIDS in a global society,"
This year's theme is "Listen,
Leam, Live: World AIDS Campaign AIDS awareness, from wearing the said Nancy Anderson, Director of
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and stickers to benefit AIDS research
AIDS
about
packets
and the HIV virus.
distributed
and
information
On World AIDS Day, students sold buttons

the Student Health Center. "We
have a responsibility to educate and
empower a broad range of people
through our display and to change
forever our community's commitment to AIDS education and HIV
prevention," she added. In addition
to educational programs, the Stu-

dent Health Center offers free,
anonymous HIV testing to students
once a month.
While World AIDS Day is an important day, AIDS education is an
ongoing process. To further aware-

ness on campus, the NAMES

Project AIDS Memorial Quilt will
return to campus for the third time
in April.
The College has worked to make
sure each class has a chance to see
the quilt once and learn from its
message. The quilt adds a personal
element to what can easily be a faceless disease, making it an especially
powerful way to get the message
across.
For more information about the
AIDS virus and how you can help,
contact the Student Health Center at
extension 2369.
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Keeping 1700 college kids occupied isn't easy

Wooster offers a cornucopia of activities for students, providing amusement and life skills
David Lorn

Features Editor

also served as a Residence Director. Rodda said that Carleton is a
small liberal arts school very similar to Wooster. "Coming here was
kind of returning to that environment. It's a residential campus
with a lot of bright, talented stu-

His wish came true. As Director of
Student Activities, Rodda oversees
every student organization on campus. He is the Chair of the Committee on Social Organizations,
which regulates Greek life on
and is involved with the
NAMES Project AIDS Memorial
Quilt, an interest of his since chairing the Student
on
AIDS Education and Research at
Ohio State.
Rodda's dedication to working
with students is especially beneficial at Wooster since the student
body is very active in
extracurricular activimore as ties. "One of the won-

Surrounded by towering pillars of
papers, pictures and other knick-knacin his comfortably cluttered
office in Lowry Center, Bob Rodda
plugs away at his work. The man dents."
responsible for bringing Pink Floyd
After leaving Carlton, Rodda
to Ohio Stadium in 1988, the first worked as the Director of Student
Activities at the University of Minever rock concert at the Horseshoe, is now the Director of Lowry nesota, Morris, and as Assistant
Dean for Campus Life at Capitol
Student Center and Student ActiviUniversity. In 1983, The Ohio State
ties.
Born in Wichita, Kan., Rodda at-- " University hired Rodda as the As- tended the University
.
of Kansas where he
In my experience, students matter
majored in Sociology
and served as chair of individuals
, like
small schools
--

ks

.
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at

cam-'pu- s,

Sub-Commit-

tee

derful things about
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Wooster and its student body, compared Director of Student Activities Boh Rodda in an animated discussion on student life
to other campuses that
I know, is that people
won a Fulbright Schol
make things work," he said.
laboratory tech in the biology dearship and spent a year, at the Unisistant Dean of Student Life and Dihere attend events. There is a mosdy
Extracurricular activities have partment. They have three children
rector of Student Organizations and unspoken norm to participate and more than just recreational value,
versity of Munich, in West GerKevin, 10, Bryan, 16 and Jennimany. "I loved being immersed in Activities.
people do," he said. "My colleagues said Rodda, so it is a good sign that fer, 18. An avid sports fan. espeWhile working at a large univerthe different culture," said Rodda.
at other schools envy the crowds Wooster students are so active. cially a baseball fanatic, as his colsity does have its benefits, Rodda
"I also felt great as my German lanthat we draw to events. Intellectu"One needs both specific job knowllection of baseball neckties sugsaid the largely impersonal atmoguage skills improved to where
ally curious and involved students edge and life skills to be most sucgests, Rodda spends a lot of time
people were unsure of where I was
sphere bothered him. "At Ohio attend and Wooster is blessed with cessful," he said. "Extracurricular coaching baseball at various levels,
from. It was neat to be asked if I State, I was frustrated with the
such students."
activities provide the lab for develfrom Little League to high
was from England or Scandinavia
people who would talk about stuschoolers. He also volunteers in
oping many of those life skills
At larger schools it is often diffiinstead of being an obvious Ameridents but didn't really know stucult for students to attain leadership leadership, working in teams and on Kevin's classroom once a week and
a leadership program for
can based on limited language skills dents," he said. "In my experience,
has d
positions in student organizations, committees, achieving goals, working with people unlike you, running
at Lincoln Way Eland a horrible accent." Upon his students matter more as individuals
simply because there are more stuementary School in Wooster lor the
return to the States, Rodda continat small schools. At big schools, dents involved. This is definitely and contributing to meetings, hanpast two years.
ued his education, earning an M.A. decisions are more likely to be made not the case at Wooster. "Most studling budgets, etc."
in Counseling and Student PersonClasses take up a relatively small
Along with his work on campus,
dents that I know are involved in
which affect students without knowRodda is actively involved with the portion of a student's day. Bob
nel Psychology from the University
ing or talking with the students who multiple activities and, as such,
Rodda's experienced leadership and
of Minnesota in 1973.
will be affected by the decision. I, identify with the College and not Association of College
(ACUI), an organization his commitment to students enables
Many parents advise their chillike students, do not want students just a specific segment of the camthem to fill some of the remaining
pus like their major, residence hall of almost ,000 colleges and univerdren to stay in school as long as to be treated like they are a numsities dedicated to helping college time with productive, enjoyable acor student organization. They intepossible, since the most freedom
ber."
tivities that hone leadership skills
one will ever have is during the colGalpin may supervise academic grate well here and pull us together," unions and student activities improve their programs to promote and prepare students for "real life."
lege years. If Rodda's parents gave
life on campus, but Rodda, now in he added.
One might even say he is helping to
Everyone knows that there is little individual students' development
him similar advice, he certainly took his tenth year at the College, handles
it to heart. While working on his
shape the "future of America."
to do in Wooster after 10 or 11 at and growth.
everything else. In addition to runIn November, Rodda received the
Maybe more people should follow
master's degree, he interned in the ning Lowry Center, he is also in night, other than wandering aim
his example and stay in college all
lessly around
Student Affairs Office at Augsburg
charge of McGaw and the UnderLaatsch OutCollege in Minneapolis. After ground. However, the aspect of his
hope students
are happy standing Ser- their lives.
help remedy the
graduation, Rodda's first job was as job he enjoys the most is his interfl . .
vice Award
the Assistant Dean of Students and action with students. "I came here problem, Rodda with their involvement
from the Assois looking into are always open to new,
Student Activities at Carleton Colbecause I wanted to be involved dithe possibility of interesting opportunities in ciation for his
lege in Northfield, Minn., where he rectly with students," said Rodda.
leadership and
"'on Other gTOUpS, Said Rodda. commitment to
, vit
y
the group and
campus. "Some
its ideals. He
of this activity
Voice acs. wooster.edu
might be formal programs," he said, has served the ACUI as College
"while other activities might just be Bowl Coordinator, Membership CoExtension 2598
'hang-bu- t'
ordinator, worked on the Student
type things."
Overall, said Rodda, student life Development Advisory Team and
on campus is good. "I think students organized a regional conference of
42 schools, hosted by Wooster.
do a great job of creating groups
Rodda is currently the Site SelecMatsos Family Restaurant
they are interested in. I hope stuto
THE CVISINM THAT
tion Coordinator for regional events,
dents are happy with their involvehost
the
recommending
to
new,
INSMKED SoCKATESl
open
to
always
schools
are
and
ment
.
1
offaH CO.W. atmfeott and
interesting opportunities in other regional conference and recrefaculty bbUI the rear 3000 A J).
ational tournaments like the Colgroups." Rodda encourages any stuin
lege Bowl. C
dents with ideas for new organiza
154 Wea Liberty Street
When he is not busy working to
tions or programs to speak with him
Wovur. Ohm 44MI
to. discuss ite'sibiUties'.'.tlfj.'. improve student lifeRodda dedi- - .'.'.JJJWV.W 'jjvnjM.V'-'-- '
''M '
r v.Call.e2563.or.-9top:b..
.V. .)!.'. .'.
"''mwh'fnore'fun say 'yeVl we caiidot cited most of hi's'ffeer time toa his. ,'A V. '.V.V.V . .
family. , His .wifey Karerv s- 'the rvr
.'jrbatand wo figure out g way
. i
thf f'radiltincum
iaude fnrai970.nSS

students do not want students to be treated
like they are a number," said Rodda.
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Newest Bond flick is not enough

Good chase scene; ridiculous plot and untalented bimbos
Voice

Staff

If you're looking for a deep, ind
character study,
sightful,
"The World is Not Enough" is not
the movie to see.
It's not even the one to watch if
you want an intriguing and exciting
plot.
However, if you're in the mood
for great chase scenes, giant explosions, busty Bond girls and Pierce
Bros nan in a tux, the latest 007 adventure is the film for you.
Although it is certainly not the
best Bond movie ever made, The
World is Not Enough" has enough
appeal to rate significantly above the
average Bond film. The first 20
minutes of the movie make it worth
the price of admission, as the opening sequence is not to be missed.
Involving two boats and the River
Thames, the first chase is one of the
best in the entire series. There are
some stunts in the sequence including one where Bond actually
pilots the boat out of the water that
make the classic boat chase in "Live
and Let Die'' pale in comparison.
Garbage's theme song, accompanied by the obligatory
main title sequence is actually good, and it even
ties into the plot (eventually).
The plot itself is convoluted and
boring, and seems to be rather a
filler between chase scenes and
scantily clad women than the thread
that ties the whole film together.
Following the death of her father
in a suspicious explosion, Bond is
well-acte-

naked-women-in-silhoue-

tte

assigned to protect oil baroness
Elektra King (Sophie Marceau)
from suffering the same fate.
Elektra is one of the few interesting
characters in the film, and Marceau
suffuses her with a dignity and air
of regalness not usually found in
Bond bimbos.
A few thousand plot twists and
turns later. Bond unwillingly teams
up with nuclear physicist Dr. Christmas Jones, who is painfully played

jet boat on a highspeed chase. A shoulder injury suffered in the opening scene threatens
Bond's ability to continue work on
the case, but some smooth maneuvering with the female doctor gets
him cleared for action.
Bond is dispatched to protect an
oil entrepeneur's new pipeline from
being destroyed by terrorists. Of
course, the old man is blown up just
a few minutes into the movie, leaving his beautiful daughter (Sophie

by Denise Richards. Richards, previously seen in "Wild Things" and
"Starship Troopers',' does not impress, and makes her character seem
as though she would be more at
home on "Saved By The Bell" than
working on nuclear warheads.
However, there are a few wonderful performances, despite Richards'
pathetic skill. Judi Dench is back
as "M" and turns in yet another
gutsy performance. "Q" returns
again, too, as Desmond Llwelyn reprises the techie guru role he has
played in all but two Bond movies.
John Cleese, better known for his

high-power-

Marceau,

Grail," makes his Bond debut as the
hilarious "R," "Q's" assistant and
future successor.
Sadly, "Q" and "R" do not supply Bond with as many cool gadgets as in films past The cool BMW
is back, but it hardly gets a workout
before being sacrificed for the good
of queen and country. He gets a
rather interesting pair of sunglasses,
but guys will probably get more
gratification from this than I did.
While "The World is Not
Enough" is not a a great action
movie, or even a great Bond movie,
it is still worth seeing. So gather
your fellow Bond fans and head to
the movies for a little explosive holiday cheer.
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Molly McKinney

With the lack of electronic
and spectacular stunts in this
edition, it seems a little realism in
the plot could be useful. The world
may not be enough, but the storyline
is way too much.
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A&E Editor

The Wooster campus will be filled
with sounds of beautiful music this
weekend as the Wooster Chorus and
Gospel Choir each perform, their
j
first concerts of the year.
The Wooster Chorus and Wooster
Brass Ensemble will be hojlding
their annual winter concert on Friday Dec. 3 and Sunday Dec. 5 in
Scheide Music Center. "A Festival
of Christmas Music" includes carols and other music, both choral and
n
instrumental and will feature
Britten's "A Ceremony of
Carols."
Guest harpist Jody Guinn joins
the concert this year. Guinn graduated from the Cleveland Institute of
Music and currently performs with
the Ohio Chamber Orchestra, the
Akron Symphony and the orchestras
of the Cleveland Ballet and Cleveland Opera.
The Wooster Chorus is comprised
of 60 student members and is directed by John Russell. Both con
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see the signs. You read the ads.
Still, you think, "I don 't GET it. "
.And NOW...
This Friday, Dec. 3rd in Lowry Center
you CAN get ... before it's gone.
You
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certs will be held at 8:15 p.m. in
Gault Recital Hall. Tickets are $5
for adults, $2.50 for students and
free to all Wooster students, faculty
and staff, and can be purchased at
the Lowry front desk.
Led by Wooster High School
teacher Joyce Mason, the choir is
comprised of Wooster students, faculty and community members. This
concert will feature songs such as
"Praise Song" and "Revelation 19,"
a feature of each concert.
Sunday's concert will be dedicated to the late Rashad Burnley '01 ,
who was an active member in the
choir. 'Total Praise," the song that
Burnley performed with the choir
last spring, will be performed in his
honor. The concert will be held in
McGaw Chapel at 4 p.m. on Sunday, and all are welcome to attend.

But

THEN...

Saturday

in

Tis' the season for music

until the movie's saving grace

comes along. Bond chick Christmas
Jones comes to the rescue. She is
played by Denise Richards,
Denise Richards who steamed
up the screen with Neve Campbell
in "Wild Things."
Although she probably didn't
know what plutonium was until she
read the script, and her acting ranks
somewhere between a
in a school play and Keanu Reeves,
her rack in a tight white shirt kept
me awake.
Pigheaded as that may be, it's the
truth. The plot wasn't enough to get
me my money's worth, so I had to
look for another area of interest. Every character in the story ends up being involved in the resolution, which
makes everything ridiculously far-

inji

photo by Ben Spieldenner
Jody
Guinn.
The Wooster Chorus rehearses with harpist

stronger as he dies? This is the main
terrorist's story. I don't buy it.)
A shootout on skis will try to keep
your interest, and it will work for a
while; however, the story gets in the
way again. The plot twists are just
too much, making the movie bad
enough to make you lose interest

)

IS?

:

in

someone's brain and make him

third-grad-

The holiday season is upon us and
the end of the millennium (depend- ing on who you ask) is drawing near.
Besides the inevitable stocking of non
perishable foods for the imminent
apocalypse, this time of year means
it is time for the release of blockbuster movies. I guess the new
James Bond movie, "The World is
not Enough," qualifies as a blockbuster, but only the bankable appeal
of the 007 character is enough to
make this movie a hit.
- The film starts out in typical Bond
fashion with the aforementioned action scene in which Bond escapes
from an office ambush and takes a

IT'S 11:59 0!! NEW YEARS EUE.

the

.

"Braveheart"), in charge of the operation. Bond again gets himself involved, so to speak, as he tries to
foil the terrorist plan. (By the way,
how does a bullet get lodged in

role as Sir Lancelot in Monty
Python's "Search for the Holy
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helps
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fan
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Associate Editor

How often does a band perform
for 60,000 people at a concert in
Brazil, then, a week later, play in
Wooster High School's gym?
The Newsboys, a rock band from
Australia, sell out to huge crowds
around the world. Yet many people
on campus haven't heard of these
talented musicians simply because
they are not mainstream, and because they are a Christian rock band.
G.V. Malmgren '00, as a band
runner for The Newsboys Nov. 13
show in Wooster, played a major
role in bringing them to town.
Malmgren explained, "for years,
Wooster Christian Fellowship has
wanted to bring in a famous Christian rock band, but due to scheduling conflicts, we could not bring
them to the College. The high
school was the backup plan."
Malmgren's duty as a band runner was to be on call to run any necessary errands, such as taking their
bus drivers to the hotel, or picking
up last minute electrical equipment.
From 7:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. that
Saturday, Malmgren helped with
sound checks and meals, which
proved interesting because the band
protein diet. "We
is on an
this beforehand,
about
didn't know
all-me- at

Beginning Friday at

roe i
vou remember me
to another do you
listening
to
you
feel so small are
night."
Malmgren feels that Christian
Rather than seeing his departure as
an obstacle. The Newsboys found a music gets negatively labelled as
new lead singer, and became closer dull, or as fprcing Jesus ba people.
l ;
in the process of rebuilding a new But, he said, "you don't bve to be
group dynamic. They believe that Christian to listen to Christian
It's mostly musicwith a postive
they are now better in live perfor
message; some of
ana
mances,
it is spiritual,
Malmgren agreed. "You don 't have to be
" i.,
some of it isn't. I
.4
f
"Their shows used
'
i
listen
to
' i
Christian
1,
a
...
wish it were just
to be too loud and
called "positive"
music.
flamboyant, and to Christian
S
they're excellent It's mostly music with rock music, belabel
since they've toned
" cause thepeople
message...
positive
a
turns
it down," he said.
away."
said Malmgren.
The Newsboys
v.
played two shows,
one in the afternoon, which was Christian rock has gotten radio play
Jars of Clay.
on popular stations
mostly attended by middle school
kids, and one in the evening, with Six Pence None the Richer and Jennifer Knapp. who performed ai
an older crowd. The concert's set
Lilith Fair, have all defied the
known
better
their
of
many
included
songs such as "Not Ashamed" and stigma.
"It never hurts to give (Christian
"Shine," plus many songs from their
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
PHOTO COURTESY OF G.V. MALMGRtN
a chance. There are going to
rock
microphone"
the
up
to
"step
recent
and Phil Joel of The Newsboys hang out backstage
G. V. Malmgren
be
people who won't like it. and
album. "The Newsboys can really
fine. The goal of bringing The
that's
who
People
reget a crowd going.
so they had to make a huge order at album, "LoveLibertyDisco,
to town was to let people
Newsboys
on
are
stuff
their
other
know
16.
The
even
Nov.
don't
Tues.,
Applebees of chicken wings and leased
experience." said
new
a
three members are drummer their feet, guaranteed," said try
riblets," said Malmgren.
Malmgren.
Duncan Phillips, keyboardist Jeff Malmgren.
In a brush with stardom,
"When you think about it, isn't all
They rocked the gymnasium with
Malmgren talked with bassist Phil Frankenstein and lead singer Peter
music
about creatively expressing
and
Joel about the band's name, and Furler. "They're all very funny guys the uDbeat hits, "WooHoo" only what is inside, what inspires you?
Leader,"
but
Your
To
group,"
as
a
Me
"Take
talking
when they're all
guitarist Jody Davis about the rereplayed one slower ballad, "Enter- - ' So it happens to be spiritually
cording process for the brand new said Malmgren.
that
it's
mean
doesn't
bethat
fated
which
song
a
Angels,"
taining
gins with the prayerful lyrics, "one inferior to other rock music."
'

"

exDerienced a big
The band experienced
change when their former lead
singer John James left in 1998.
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This Week With

SAB

Movies 10
3)

Pokemon (G)
Sleepy Hollow (R)

The Bachelor
The Bone Collector (R)
The World is
Not Enough (PG-1(PG-1-

3)

3)

Toy Story 2 (G)

"No Exit" from IS.

Friday

Molly McKinney

December 3
Friday Film Series
"La Femme Nikita"
7:30 p.m., Mateer

V

(12:45)4:10,7:10, 10:10
(11:45, 2:30)5:05, 7:50, 10:30
(11:50,2:15) 4:40, 7:15, 9:45
(1:30)4:25,7:20, 10:05
(12:00, 2:20) 4:55, 7:30, 9:55
(12:30,2:55)5:20, 8:00, 10:35
(12:05, 2:35)5:10, 7:45, 10:201
(1:20)4:15, 7:25, 10:15

(1:00)4:00,7:00, 10:00
(11:55, 2:25)5:00,7:40, 10:25

V
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9:00 p.m., Mom's
FREE!

Star Wars Episode One returns this weekend for a special
one week engagement !! During this time all Star Wars
admissions will be donated to the Muscular Dystrophy
Association

ul

,

many theatre productions

Saturday

December 4
Shopping Trip

;
.

Tower City &

Galleria
P.M.

to 6:30

$2

Sorry, no passes.

Senior Allison

Wilmot directs "No Exit," based on
the existential work by Jean-PaSartre.
Wilmot, a theatre major from
Massachusetts, has been involved in

at

Wooster, including her leading role

.

) Saturday and Sunday only

performance.

Sptolight

A&E Editor

The Theatre Department's Independent Study productions continue
this weekend with another amazing

FREE!

11:30 a.m
(

Recently.

-

Cinemark
Star Wars Episode I: The
Phantom Menace (PG)
Anywhere but Here (PG-1Double Jeopardy (R)
End of Days (R)

c.

'

.....

"'

;

.-

'

"

-

--

LAUREN . KULCHAWIK

Saturday Film
Series

"200 Cigarettes'
8:00 p.m., Mateer
$1

in 1997's "Three Penny Opera."
Tickets for "No Exit" are still
available, and can be purchased
through the Freedlander Box OfAll Independent
fice at
Study productions are free to everyone.
"No Exit" is the last performance
of 1999, but keep you eyes open for
the great lineup of the 2000 season.
Three more I.S. productions are on
tap, as well as the annual Spring
Dance Concert and the mainstage
production of "Under Milk Wood."
263-224-

1.

JFK:
Assassination Revisited
Presented by Dr. Tom Peet (OSU)
Tuesday, December

7,

8 p.m. in the

basement of Douglass Hall

.

All are welcome, refreshments served.
For complete listings any time, call

345-875- 5.

.

.

sponsored by the Sciences and Humanities Program
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Fall sports

highlighting

wrap-u- p

Football ends: 15 honored for
An eight and two record to most
teams would be a successful season
. . but not to the Scots. The senior
class that will graduate this spring
marks the first true group of play- ers Head Coach Jim Barnes re- cruited who helped revamped the.
football team. The class of 2000 led
the football team to one of the
winningest records over four years
of all time at the College. Despite
the disappointment of not making
the playoffs four years in a row, the
class of 2000 football players will
graduate knowing they helped turn
a once dismal program into a consistent top 25 national contender.
Despite finishing tied for second
place in the NCAC this year, the
Scot football team had 15 players,
more than any other team in the conference, named to the
Coast Athletic Conference Team.
The Scots also tied a school record
for most players on the first team.
Seniors Seth Duerr, Brad Horst,
Matt Mahaffey and Chad Peterman
highlighted the Wooster selections
for the
by being named
third year in a row.
Duerr, despite missing his freshman year because of a shoulder injury, was selected as captain this
year and led the team with 107 tack'
les, including 72 solo tackles.
Duerr also led the team in sacks
with 7.5 and in tackles for a loss
with 20. He also added two pass
breakups and one caused fumble.'
Duerr's 107 tackles marked the second consecutive year he fcrolro'the
mark.
t
Although Duerr missed his entire
first year, he still holds sixth place
tackle
on Wooster's list of
leaders. He was alsoTecognized as
selection last year.
an
Duerr's efforts this year earned him
defensive player of the year.
llorst finished the season in sixth
place on the team for tackles with
49, including 26 solo tackles at de- All-Nor-
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Field hockey ends season
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overall,
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All-Regio-

first-tea-

All-Confere-

have another strong season
first-yea- rs

uhiwii

son third in tackles with 68, including 40 solo stops. He also had one
interception, three caused fumbles,
registered three sacks and had 6.5
tackles for a loss. For his career,
Lauer had 109 tackles and five
sacks.
Mastrine started all 10 games this
season as a comerback. He broke the
school and conference records for
most interceptions in a season with
nine. Mastrine finished the season
tied for ninth place in the nation for
interceptions per game, averaging .9
per contest. He also had 23 tackles,
seven pass breakups and one forced
fumble.
f
In addition to his first team
e honors for defense, he
also t ,aed second team
honors as a kick return specialist. He led the league and finished
23rd in the nation in punt returns, averaging 12.5 yards per return.
Mastrine was also second in the
games
t guard. Peterman league in kickoff returns with an
FILE PHOTO
helped
the con-.1- 1 average run back of 23.3 yards.
10
ferenci
as
the
games
all
Ray
started
attack.
432.2
during
Finn was one
Maura Finn '00 controls the ball
a Scot offensive
tai
squad.
team for the
Scots' deep threat at wide receiver. He of seven Scots named to the
yards
3g yards
.mie
wi t'
per carry, led the conference in both receptions,
pera
a';'n sacks in with 45, and receiving yards, with 810
ynl
wht
11-- 7
this season. Ray caught eight touch33
Mr3 : .tempts.
receiving first.
down passes on the season.
9-- 3
Zombek tied the school record for
ehonors- - were k
Jtc
sive tackle Ryan Dansak 'V ... e- - most extra points in a season this
backes'Ian Lauer '00, defewye year with 36 and broke the Wooster
fourth on the team in scoring with
The College of Wooster women's
10 points on three goals and four
Jtwk'Seth Mastrine '01, wide re- - record for extra points in a game field hockey team concluded its seaassists. Also a major part of the Scot
son with an impressive mark of 1
ceiver Reggie Ray 00 and place with nine against OberUn.
He kicked seven field goals in
kicker Joe Zombek '01.
The team finished second in the defense, she earned four defensive
Dansak was another member of cluding his career long, 42 yards, NCAC with a conference mark of saves on the season.
the offensive line and guarded the against Allegheny to win the game
Often confused with an impenAlso, the National Field Hockey
quarterback's blind side at left 9i overtime.
Coaches Association (NFHCA) etrable wall, Melissa Goodwin '01
Receiving second team
tackle. Dansak started all 40 games
was named to the Great Lakes Reranked the Scots fourth in the rehonors for the Scots were gion.
during his career as a Fighting Sco
and
gional
He was part of the offensive line that quarterback Justin Abraham '01,
Wooster
second- blocked for the leading offense iiv-- free safety Kevin Brown '00, wide hail seven of
teams for her
seven its
Wooster
the conference in terms of total net receiver Chris Cabot '02, linebacker its players
play in the
yards. Wooster had the 24th most Shawn Marks '00 and tight end named to the players named to the
net for the
productive offense in the nation with Kelly McFarland '00.
Scots. She
Team
five
32.3
'00 received honor
accumulated
team
able mention despite only starting and
Lauer started all 10 games at
a stingy 1.12
five who earned
recognition.
linebacker and finished the sea- - the final six games of the season.
Allgoals against
earned
average and
Regional
a .892 save
recognition.
percentage, which was good enough
Kate Dunne '02 earned both
in the league.
honors and to rank her third-bewas a
Great Lakes ReAmanda Bernardon '01 was
at back. She named to the
gional
anchored a defense that allowed for her stellar performance at forAntel '00, but hopes that next year's only 14.89 shots and 1.17 goals per ward this season. She started all 18
ference team.
Sophomores Bill Huffman and team, which will return five juniors,
game. Dunne also tallied one assist games for the Scots and led the team
four sophomores and five
Marty Coppola earned second-teain scoring with 21 points on eight
and one defensive save on the seawill be able to take the reins. son.
and honorable mengoals, five of which were game winselections
Both
tion honors, respectively.
ners, and five assists.
Sarah Adams '01 was a
Each will return next season to for the women will be returning next Great Lakes Regional
Emily White '02 earned second-teayear.
attempt to better this year's perforand earned second-teaMany of the runners from this
mances.
honors as a Scot forhonors at back. Adams also and
On the women's side, Sandy fall's cross country teams will also registered one defensive save on the ward. She was second on the team
Tecklenburg '01 and Rachel be participating in indoor track this season.
for scoring with 13 points on five
winter.
Dawson '01 were selected for
goals and three assists.
Miriam Esber '02 earned first-teaand honorable
Both the men's and women's inMaura Finn '00 also earned
and second-tearxMiorable mention for the
mention, respectively.
door track, teams are coached by
honors playing
The team will be losing Sarah Dennis Rice.
midfield for the Scots' She finished Scots for her, points at forward.

fensive end. He was second on the
team in sacks with 5.5. He also recorded 1 2 tackles for a loss and had
a forced fumble,
Mahaffey averaged 40.5 yards per
punt this season, which was good
'enough for ninth best in the country
and first in the NCAC J ; ,
V This was the third Consecutive
season that Mahaffey J J the league
in punting average.
"
Nearly half of K?ahaffeys punts
23 out of 49, landed inside thfe 20
yard line. His locj on the seuc TV
was a phenomenal 1 yards against
Grove City. 1 haf ev concluded his
st punting av- -i
career with uV
conference
erage in both st
American se- history He wa
ffey punted .
lection last yer
229 attempts?
the ball 9,006
" S
yards
for a career
'
per punt
..
.
team
Peterm ' ..:
x au
captain
aliiO

Young cross country squads

This year's men's and women's
cross country teams have exhibited
great maturity for such a young
group.
The men's team loses only two
seniors, Daniel Bifano and Robert
Buckley. Though their leadership
will be sorely missed, the three juniors, five sophomores and nine
returning to next year's squad
are sure to bring leadership with
them in the fall.
Two runners from this year's
team were selected to the

athletes
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Volleyball rallies back to

secure a respectable record
After a disappointing start to the
season for the women's volleyball
team, the Scots battled back to end
the season with a respectable record.
Despite losing their first 10 games

and registered 14
on
the year.
As a strong setter ajtaoutside hitter, she led the team in both assists
(545) and service apes (38). Shefwas
second on the team in kills (305),
of the season, the Scots found.
19
igs (287) and bloafcW)
groove and won 1 1 pPTTierHr 1tI9
(Wiles will also leave Wooster as
contests.
afeat
The team even
leader in both assists
,488) and service aces (130).
jAasr such as
regionally rankei
Rearick, who also earned second
Case Western Resei ;"3nd Denisom
to finish their
MforfourtnV
honors last
NCAC yeafk set a school single-seaso- n
out of the nine Jea
with a conferciK
jJ of fourn recoroNwth 395 kills this year.
jr-Mufour.
She firifshed the season ranked
rScots success wi as sefitad in tHirCAC in kills, aver
o . Mlar seniors w,Kb
due to
aging &4 per game.
Cc: f. 3!C rggojifiuon.
eam
Reanck was'also third on the team
."i!?s ; :;JLJvIandy Rearick
in digs (248aiidfourth on the squad
Trishi
weres
i first aifcsecond team in blocks (40)7Rearick concluded
her career at Wooster as the school's
respectively.
Wiles served as a team captain for
leader in kills with 1,238
over her four years.
the third straight year this season
triple-doubl-
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Men 's soccer team looks to improve
Maybe the men's soccer team
didn't have the most fruitful season
in Wooster history, but they can look

Evans, concluded his season with
two goads and five assists, and averaged 153 points per game.
Templeman scored one goal, had
one assist and averaged .15 points
seper game. Both
lections will return next year to try
and improve the Scots' record. An
extremely young team this year, the
Scots will return with experience
and determination next year.
The Scots will also have 10
sophomores and 10 freshman returning for next season.

forward to next season. This year's team
will (ttw li 1'itc rivn cninrc itwtf ciYTr
presence will be hard to replace, but there
are six juniors waiting in the wings to
take the helm next year.
The Scots did manage to have twe

All-Confere-

of their players named to the
team. Adam Evans '01
was named second-teaand Chris Templeman '01
was given honorable mention.
All-Confere-
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Wish
continued from page

Women 's soccer finishes fourth in

the Great Lakes regional rankings

12

Komara's team jumped on the
idea.
Team captains Joci Horn '01 and
Aleashia Washington '00 were in
charge of collecting $5 from each
player and ended up with enough
money to adopt two children.
"I think it's great when anyone
takes the initiative to pass on their
ll
blessings," Kate Joynt '01, a
player and WVN representative
said.
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"I think they get satisfaction
from doing something for the community," Campanell Komara observed.
The baseball team has also
adopted a child.
"I just threw the idea at the team
and suggested that it might be a
positive and they kind of ran with
it. Ben Maibach '00 is in charge
and the rest of the team was really
in favor of it," Head Baseball Coach
Tim Pettorini said.
"The whole idea is that athletics
are supposed to be part of their (the
athletes') larger education. Hopefully, there is more to athletics than
just being on the baseball field, basketball court or football field.
"This hopefully is developing attributes that will help them in the
long run. And why not? It is a worthy cause," he added.
Maibach agreed. "It is important
to have a larger perspective on life
than just your immediate world of
athletics or school ... If we as a team
can help someone out, we should."
Despite cynical critics' take, the
idea of adopting a child was not to
put a nice spin on stereotypes that
may exist about athletic teams.
"I don't really care about stereotypes," said Coach Pettorini. "But I
think it reflects well on the athletes
at the College in general. We have
a lot of nice people involved here."
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women's soccer team
lost all of the wrong games this seaIt seems the

son.

The team finished the season tied
for fifth in the entire Great Lakes
regional rankings, but only tied for
fourth in the conference.
Women's soccer finished the season with a
overall record but
13-4- -2

Wooster Sports Briefs
Wooster 's swim teams had mixed results at John
and the women
Carroll Nov. 20. The men lost 123-11- 1
149-102
wlnle the
dropped
men
The
to
prevailed
.
women improved to 3-- 0.
4.
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Both the men 's and women 's soccer teams were required by Dwayne Davis, director of residential life, to

attend an alcohol awareness lecture last night after several members of the teams needed to receive medical
attention at Hygeia after a night of drinking earlier in

Mountainsmith

teh semester, according to several team members.
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Stephanit Hulke '02 chest traps a throw-i- n while shielding a defender jrom
gaining possession. Hulke was named to the
first team along
record.
with Rebecca Slinson '0.1. They helped lead the women to a

TJiefall sports wrap-u- p was written by Sports Editor
Ryan Dansak with information from the Office of Sports
Information.
iff i.U i.

2

in the conference. Much
were
of the team's success was due to the
younger players stepping up and
playing big.
Seven of the team's players were
Coast Connamed to the
ference Teams.
Stephanie Hulke '02. a forward,
was one of the two players to be
first
named to the
team. She started 18 of 19 of the
Scots' games this season.
She led the team in scoring with
28 points on 10 goals and eight assists. Hulke also tied for seventh in
the conference with a .47 points per
game average. A pleasant surprise
for the Scots this season was
Rebecca Stinson.
She started all 19 of the Scots'
matches at back and was also
first
named to the
team. Stinson was part of a defensive crew that allowed only 5.7
shots per game and .8 goals per
game.
secNamed to the
ond team were Sara Austin '02
(midfielder), Beth Hemminger '03
(forward) and Christine Hulke '02
(midfielder).
Earning honorable mention for
the Scots were Janette Frederick '03
(back) and Stacie Packard, "00
(midfielder).
4-3-
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The Fighting Scot basketball team
opened its season right where it left
off last year.
After posting a 25-- 3 mark a year
ago, the Scots have jumped out to a
quick 1 record over the last two
weeks. Wooster began with a solid
win over Case Western Reserve in
the first round of the annual Al Van
Wie Rotary Classic at Timken
Gymnasium on Nov. 19.
The victory marked the Scots'
18th straight home win, this one by
a 1 count. It was the 21st consecutive victory over the Spartans.
The Scots opened up a
halftime lead and were never seri4--

76-6-

10-poi- nt

ously

threatened

after that.

Antwyan Reynolds '02 led the way
with 12 points and four steals. The
in the starting lineup,
two
Bryan Nelson '03 and Ryan Snyder
'03, made outstanding debuts, combining for 2 1 points.
The next night Wooster played
host to DePauw in the championship
game of the tournament. The Scots
edge with two
held an eight-poiminutes to go, but barely held on to
nip the Tigers 64-- 6 . Steve Thompson '01 handed out six assists to go
with his 12 points to lead the Scots.
Nelson played well again, with 10
points and six rebounds, and John
Ellenwood '00 added nine points
and eight boards. DePauw trailed
at the half but fought to take a
lead about midway through
the second half.
The Scots responded to the challenge, though, and outlasted the Tifirst-yea-

rs

nt

1

one-poi- nt

gers to capture the tournament
championship. Nelson was named
tourney MVP for his 20 points and

eight years for the Scots. Ellenwood
showed none of the ill effects from
the previous game and poured in 24
points and corralled five rebounds.
15
Thompson added a career-be-

10 rebounds in the two contests.
Other Scots named to the
team were Ellenwood and
Reynolds.
The Scots were not able to revel
in their tournament victory for long
however. On Nov. 23, they traveled
to Erie, Pa. for a battle with Division II power Gannon. Wooster
hung tough in the early going before Gannon unleashed a 24 point
run to make it 32-The Scots were
unable to get on track at all in the
4
first half and trailed
at the
break.
More of the same awaited in the
second half, as Gannon capitalized
on numerous Wooster turnovers.
3
The
pasting was the worst
loss the Scots endured since an 84-- 7
loss to Denison way back in 1914.
"Gannon is a very good division II
program," Head Coach Steve Moore
said. "They were a strong opponent
that provided a big challenge." Only
two Wooster players were able to
manage double figures in scoring,
as Reynolds had 12 and Thompson
added 11. The Scots were hindered
by injuries to Ellenwood, who sustained a shoulder injury in the
DePauw game. Ellenwood could
only play 10 minutes against
Gannon, and according to Coach
Moore, "probably shouldn't have
played as much as he did."
One reason for the lopsided score
was simply that Gannon is that
good. But Moore was quick to emphasize that his team did not play
particularly well and could certainly
perform better.
All-Tournam-

ent

st

points and Nate Gaubatz '01
chipped in 12.
Overall, Moore has been pleased
with his team's effort so far this season, particularly on defense. De-

spite the blowout score against
Gannon, he stated that Wooster

6.

played pretty good defense, holding
the Golden Knights under 40 percent shooting. Most of the points
came as a result of poor offensive
execution and turnovers. Moore
said the team really needs to improve their rebounding and needs to
"learn to execute and score efficiently against a tough defense."
Most of all, he praised the team's
defensive intensity and overall effort. "The defense is very positive
for this point in the season," he said.
Also, he said he is "very pleased
with the entire team effort. The wins
have been team efforts."
The Scots looked to continue their

44-1-

95-5-

solid team performance versus
Capital last night. Wooster set a
school record in their 2 win by
Six belonged
nailing 15
to Snyder, who finished with 22
points. Reynolds added 19 points
and five treys. All five starters tallied double figures in points.
The Scots open conference play
this Saturday at Earlham. who was
the most improved team in the conference last year. "They are a program on the rise. It should be a challenge," Moore said. Wooster will
then return home for a game before
the home crowd next Wednesday
against Oberlin.

of their classrooms that don't
have everything handed to them,"
Head Women's Basketball Coach
Lisa Campanell Komara said.
Sentiments such as this motivated
her to suggest that her team adopt
a child through the Wooster Volunteer Network Wish List pro
gram.
The Wish List program is de

The Scots proved Moore a
prophet in a big way, waxing Thomas More 108-7- 2 last Saturday. It
was the biggest scoring binge in

then told that he or she can make up
a "Christmas list." The Christmas
list is given to the group or indi-- "
vidual, who then goes out and
spends $500 to $1000 on gifts
from the list.
The requests this year have
ranged from a Barrel of Monkeys
to cleaning supplies. At C.O.W.
the program is set up through
WVN in partnership with Wayne
County Children's Services.

"

" is important to have a
'

larger perspective on life
than just your immediate
world of athletics or
school, " Head Women s
Basketball Coach Lisa
Campanell Komara said

Wed.

3 p.m. (A)
Oberlin 7:30p.m. (H)

:

please see WISH,
page 1 1

tion" of an underprivileged child for
the holiday season. That child is
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Stephanie Woodruff '02 splits through two Ohio Wesleyan defenders to
attempt a lay up in last night 's contest. The Scots dropped the game 89-6- 7

Ann Raymond
Office Manager
y'.j

State-Behre- nd

Every team wants to win its

-

night when they hosted Ohio

99-87.-

In

Co-capta- in

le

.

,

Division III tournament team.
Converting only nine out of the 35
shots they took in the first 20 minutes of action, the Scots had a hard
time fighting back in the second half.
The top player for Wooster was
Nara DeJesus '03, who recorded a
double-doubwith 12 point? and
16 rebounds. The Bishops, though.
defeated the Scots
The Scots opened their season
against the Lycoming Warriors in

--

the first round of the Penn
Tournament held in Erie,
7;:".
Pa. . ....
r?y
In spite of the 30 point career
high effort of guard Maureen Mull
'02, Wooster could not find a way
to sustain the lead after the break
the consolation
and lost
game of the tournament, Wooster
met up with Alfred.
Setting a school record for three
pointers, Wooster made 1 1 of their
21 attempts behind the arc.
Aleashia Washington '00 registered a double-doubwith 12 points and II rebounds in
the Scot victory..
On Nov. 23, the Scots traveled
to Canton to take on Malonel Although the Scots made a concerted
effort in the second half, notably

home opener and that is just what
the Scots were hoping to do last
Wesleyan.
While being picked to finish sev
enth in the NC AC, the Scots
looked to give the Battling Bishops, who are ranked first in the
conference, a run for their money
and bring their record back to .500.
Unfortunately, Wooster could
not find a way to stop a Bishops'
squad composed of four returning
starters from last year's NCAA

DeJesus

double-doub-

le

of II

points and 1 1 rebounds, the deficit from the first half could not be
overcome as Wooster lost
Wooster is now 3 but hopes to
bounce back and find the winning
80-5- 4,

le

1--

7.

track again as they travel to

.

Earlham on Saturday.

Swimming and Diving

SCOTS!
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Women's Basketball
Sat. Earlham 1 p.m. (A)
Tues. Denison 7:30 p.m. (A)

,--

.

X

89-6-

Men's Basketball
Sat. Earlham

;.

ters.

"Sometimes I think college
kids get overly concerned with
material things and forget that
there are people outside the walls

-

85-7-

signed so that organizations or individuals can sign up for the "adop- -

Staff Writer

--

3-poin-

Sports teams give time and money
Erika Chouinard

-

.-

Sports Editor

-".

Chris Powers

her 2

Women start slowly

strong in early season

b-b- all

.-

Men's
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Wooster Invitational
Wooster H.S.

Prelims: 10 a.m., 10 a.m., 9 a.m.
Finals: 6 p.rru, 6 p.m., 4 p.m.

,

